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Introduction
Welcome to our book guide!

The books listed below are ones that have had the most
notable impact on our lives, and we are excited to share
them with you.

Our goal is to help you achieve balance, so we chose a
range of books that will provide direction and insight for
all areas of life.

We have hand selected 12 books covering 4 speci�c
categories. These categories include: Personal
Development, Health, Finances, and The Art of Living.

Within each section are 3 titles that give you everything
you need for growth and success.
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Personal Development

Within this section are books that will help you work on your
mindset, self-image, and habits. These books will lay the
foundation needed to get you to the place where you feel capable
and confident when setting and moving forward on your goals &
all the things you seek to achieve in life.

Psycho Cybernetics 

This is THE classic personal development book. Many of
the top motivational & self-help personalities have built
their work on this foundational book. It focuses on the self-
image and how it has almost complete control over what
you will achieve in life. --> tastefullym.in/cybernetics 

The Success Principles 

This book walks you through 64 timeless principles that
can be adapted to your life to increase your self-
confidence, help you live with passion & purpose, and
realize your dreams. In other words: How to get from where
you are to where you want to be. --> tastefullym.in/success 

The Slight Edge 

The message of this book is direct: turn simple disciplines
into massive success & happiness. Our lives are divided
into days, and if each day is a success, you can't help but
have a successful life. It gives you an easy formula that
works in all areas of your life. --> tastefullym.in/slight-edge 
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Health

Once you have the right mindset and confidence to pursue your
life objectives, your health will need to be the next focus. Having
energy, stamina and a sense of well-being is going to be key in
getting the most out of life. When you put an effort into your health
and wellness you will truly be able to maximize each day.

The 100 Year Lifestyle 

This book hammers home the point that, since you're likely
to reach 100 years, you'd better plan accordingly. Things
like preventing the top 10 diseases, building multi-
generational relationships, building work and rest periods
throughout life, and so much more. --> tastefullym.in/100-
book 

The Divided Mind 

A large portion of Dr. Sarno's work is focused on chronic
pain, but this book covers the gamut of psychosomatic
disorders . Many chronic conditions are rooted within our
subconscious mind, and if we heal our minds, the physical
symptoms often disappear. --> tastefullym.in/divided 

Boundless 

This is basically the encyclopedia when it comes to
optimizing your mind, body, and spirit. Learn to reverse
aging, stay in shape, and get the peak performance from
your body. You'll learn about proactive medical treatments,
supplements, and more. --> tastefullym.in/boundless 
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Financial

This section will provide you the knowledge needed to achieve
financial success. Having your finances in order allows you peace of
mind and life opportunities that you may not have otherwise. The
books listed below are based on timeless principles, and can be
applied and implemented from any starting point.

The Richest Man in Babylon 

This book teaches you the basics of managing your
personal finances. It is easy to digest, contains timeless
principles, and is told in the form of "Babylonian Parables".
While not exactly a "how-to" book, you'll learn the
fundamentals and be able to adapt them to your life. --
> tastefullym.in/babylon 

Fail-Safe Investing 

Inside, you will learn the "17 Simple Rules of Investing",
and how to create a "Permanent Portfolio". You get the
tools and know how to make your own decisions.  The
advice is easy to follow, and implementing & managing
your portfolio is practically effortless.  --
> tastefullym.in/investing 

Economics in One Lesson 

Learning about personal finance and investing is one thing,
but understanding how the economy functions helps you
make better financial decisions overall as you interact with
the world around you. This book is as relevant today as it
was all the way back in the 1960s. --
> tastefullym.in/economics 
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The Art of Living

This section is about how you view and interact with the world. Here
you will find what you need to develop your character, life
philosophy, and communication skills. When you have clarity on
your values and can communicate effectively with others, you will
feel more in control of whatever life throws at you.

8 Mindful Steps to Happiness 

This is a great book that teaches you how to overcome
anger, reduce anxiety, develop a sense of purpose, and be
a better person overall. It brings the wisdom of the noble
eightfold path into the modern era using plain English, and
will help you find self-fulfillment. --> tastefullym.in/8-steps 

Nonviolent Communication 

Nonviolent Communication is all about knowing how to ask
for what we want, how to hear others even in disagreement,
and how to move toward solutions that work for all . Putting
it into action will help you to be authentic and strengthen
your relationships with others. -->
tastefullym.in/communication 

The Daily Stoic 

This book provides you with an entire year of insights and
exercises  to help you live well, drawn from the timeless
wisdom of the Stoic Philosophy. Following this advice will
increase your resilience & self-knowledge, and keep you in
control of your emotions. --> tastefullym.in/stoic 
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More Ways to Simplify

Visit Tastefully Minimalist

Visit the Tastefully Minimalist  blog for more tips and
insight on how to simplify all areas of your life. 

"Here at Tastefully Minimalist we share what we've
learned along our journey towards a simpler,
more meaningful life.

Our hope is to offer some tips and advice, pulled
from lessons we’ve learned and discoveries we’ve
made, that will help you create more freedom,
intention and control in your life."
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